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Read the British Humanist Association and Education For Choice press release:
http://www.humanism.org.uk/news/view/1009

Milton Keynes presentation to parents
Author/attendee: Matthew Haughton
Date: 28 September 2011
Location: Meadfurlong School
Speaker: Antonia Tully
SPUC news item: http://www.spuc.org.uk/news/releases/2011/september21
SPUC blog: http://spuc-director.blogspot.co.uk/2011/09/milton-keynes-public-meeting-to-hear.html
Supporting organisations: Milton Keynes Tamil Forum; Milton Keynes Muslim Association; Sri
Lankan Muslim Community Foundation Milton Keynes; Milton Keynes Islamic Society; Milton Keynes
Islamic Arts Heritage and Culture Organisation
Event recorded
The presentation was held at a school on the Fishermead estate and was attended by approximately
50-60 people, roughly equal split between male and female attendees.
I estimated that 80% of people in the room were Asian Muslim based on the number of people that
went to pray between the presentation and the Q&A session. 2 males and 5 females were non-Asian
(this includes Ms Tully).
I mention these approximate demographic stats as it is suggestive about the possible intent of the
presentation.
Please read the summary of the half hour presentation below (and listen to the enclosed recording if
you wish) to make up your own mind.
My views
I've called this a presentation rather than a meeting due to the nature of the proceedings, there was
no teacher there to support the teaching of SRE. The presentation was basically Ms Tully talking
followed by questions that only Ms Tully fielded, this was a seminar with the following summary
message
- Approach your school and ask about their SRE programme
- If they are using one of the top 3 resources (which is very likely) then meet with them and
politely ask them to change it to ... (no alternative suggested)
- When they refuse to change it then withdraw your child
- If they tell you they can't do that then they're breaking the law and you should contact Ms Tully
and a solicitor
Of course Ms Tully said approach the school in an open manner to discuss but she left the
discussions with only 1 direction 'don't teach the top 3 resources or I'll withdraw my child'
There was no discussion, debate nor alternatives forwarded, the aim of the meeting was obvious almost to the point of propaganda.
No request for funds or donations was made so this wasn't fund raising.
However, this was obviously deliberately targeted at a Muslim community where there is very likely
to be support for withdrawal from SRE due to the nature of the religion. The other striking fact is
that SPUC are a pro-life, anti-abortion group - what are they doing involving themselves in primary
school curriculum?

It wouldn't be an unreasonable conclusion to say that SPUC has ulterior motives to just being pro-life
and they are using the Islamic faith to forward their agenda - an agenda about which I'd rather not
speculate.
I'd be interested to hear the opinions of others.
Following are the headlines from Ms Tully's presentation
(listen to recording for full details)
What on Earth are they teaching our children at school?
‘All about us Living and Growing’ - Channel 4
‘BBC Active – Whiteboard’
‘Christopher Winter Project’
These could be taught in your child's primary school
First things to do is find out what is being taught at YOUR child's school - if it's one of these
programmes then you have a cause for concern.
Now an explanation as to why these programmes prepare a child for sex
Stage 1: 5-7 years
- creates a conflict between home and school (because you're not teaching your child about sex
and the school is)
- Summary: makes young children conscious of sexual organs
Stage 2: 7-9 years
- clip from ‘Living and Growing’ - explaining what sexual intercourse is with cartoon characters in
clip
- clip includes a child's voice exclaiming that the adult cartoon characters ‘do look happy don't
they’
- Ms Tully argues that even if it is deemed ok to give biological details this clip goes much further
and almost advertises sex
- another clip explains about the female and male anatomies, including the clitoris and what
happens during sexual intercourse
- cited anonymous parents' concerns about their children coming home from school showing and
interest in sexual organs when they hadn't before
- In Ms Tully's experience boys think this is a joke and girls think this is a worry – both negative
approaches to sex (again no traceable citation provided)
- Ms Tully addresses the argument that this is on TV, pop videos etc - she argues that in the
classroom children are primed for absorbing information and so it's much worse
- Summary: teaching children exactly how to have sex
Stage 3: 9-11 years
- this stage primes children for talking about sex
- stimulating an interest in sex
- prompting children to experiment
- making private and intimate issues public
- Summary: makes children think that sex is normal, fun and that they can do it - and gets them
talking about it
Clip from BBC Active - more of the same - explanation of sperm and egg
Christopher Winter - more of the same

Other organisations and the law
Following organisations promote these resources
- Family Planning Association
- Sex Education Forum
- Health in Schools Programme
Ms Tully makes the statement that primary schools are not required to teach SRE by law
Science curriculum not required to teach it
No obligation to follow guidelines from LEA
Family Education Trust is also concerned about SRE in schools
Prof David Paten from University of Nottingham
Graph showing that SRE doesn't help teenage pregnancies - They haven't been changed since
implementation of 'explicit' SRE - £300m spent - teenage pregnancies not changed at all - but STI's
have escalated because of sex education
Parent's action
- ask to see SRE policy at child's school
- only legal requirement is that there is a policy in place
- law requires governors to consult with parents
- many schools only consult with parent governor and that's not enough
- ask what resources are used to teach SRE
- have been stories of schools not allowing parents to view resources
(as an aside Ms Tully mentions that a clause in 2003 sexual offences act protects teachers from
prosecution under that act - so sexually explicit material can be shown in the classroom - quite a
nasty insinuation that primary school teachers are like legally protected paedophiles)
-

arrange parent's meeting
ask where else SRE is being taught (e.g. Science) parents can't withdraw child from Science
lessons and SRE can be taught under Science curriculum
write to your local authority if you're unhappy
write to your MP anyway - urge them to oppose any moves to make SE compulsory - this is a real
threat
coalition government currently has no plans to make it compulsory - but they are conducting a
review this may need to compulsory legislation

Wrap up
Worry about teaching SRE irrespective of parents' wishes - Ms Tully's own position is that families
should drive this and should have a say as to what SRE is taught to their children
Remember: Your children are YOUR children
Parents are better than professionals when it comes to talking about sex

Wakefield presentation to parents
Author/attendee: Norman Ralph
Date: 4 October 2011
Location: Outwood Memorial Hall
Speaker: Antonia Tully
SPUC news item: http://www.spuc.org.uk/news/releases/2011/september30
It was an interesting experience I can say!
I didn’t take too many notes as I was already rather conspicuous as I was one of the only young (ish)
people there. Essentially the gist was around mobilising parents to take more direct action at their
children’s schools around sex education. Most of the talk was misguided at best and blatantly
distorting the truth at worst with some rather extreme claims about the use of pornography to teach
sex (rather than video resources to educate about sex…).
Some of the Q&A was quite interesting though as I got the impression that the local members were
a little less enthusiastic than the speaker and it quite quickly became a bit of a gossip fest about
what people had heard about whom.

Bournemouth presentation to parents
Author/attendee: Karen Preston
Date: 13 October 2011
Location: Durley Dean Hotel
Speaker: Antonia Tully
SPUC news item: http://www.spuc.org.uk/news/releases/2011/october07
Local press:
http://www.bournemouthecho.co.uk/news/9296363.Campaign___s_anger_at_school_sex_lessons/
This talk was advertised extensively on local media, so it was surprising that only 30 people
attended, including a handful of parents of school-age children. Lack of parent attendance was
significant given the degree of concern parents apparently have, over the issue of sex education in
schools, according to Ms Tully.
Ms Tully’s concern is not that sex education is taught in schools but who does it and with what
resources.
These resources, she claims, promote sexual activity, introduce young people to the means to have
sex (via contraception) and create unwanted pregnancies, giving rise to the need for abortion.
She went straight into specific clips from two resources available to schools: Channel 4 Living and
Growing and the BBC Interactive package. The clips were shown out of context. She omitted to
comment on the guidance given to schools, the powers of governors’ to influence resources and
presentation, the expectation that schools will work in partnership with parents and that parents
can withdraw their children if still not unhappy.
It took a comment from an audience member to underline these processes that empower parents to
be involved in how sex and relationship education is offered in school.
One of Ms Tully’s concerns is that although the sex education materials are currently used in PSHE –
a non-compulsory subject, they can be placed within the science curriculum, and as science is a
compulsory subject, parents would not be able to withdraw their children. (This has apparently
happened in Tower Hamlets who are addressing this issue, but there was no evidence presented to
suggest any other schools are doing this).
The point was made to Ms Tully that these programmes are part of an extensive PSHE curriculum
that looks at the sex act in the context of loving relationships. It is presented to children through
their primary years. The materials are used sensitively by teachers who have the children’s wellbeing
at heart and know what resources are appropriate for those in their care.
Ms Tully condemned the materials for ‘breaking down children’s natural reserve’, ‘setting up conflict
between home and school’ and making ‘intimate areas no longer intimate’. There was no evidence
to back these emotive claims. She speculated on how children react to these programmes saying
boys generally take it as a joke and girls respond in a more worried way – again little actual evidence
was offered to support this. There was no mention of the follow-up that’s provided in schools after
these programmes are shown or indeed the helpful conversations parents can have with children to
share thoughts on these topics.
The audience’s reaction to the resources spoke volumes. They called the images of cartoon people
making love ‘pornographic’, ‘shameful’, referring to masturbation as ‘perverse’. The focus seemed to

be on adults’ own reaction to these images rather than any open discussion on what children may
need and benefit from.
When the point was being made that parents do have recourse to influence what their child’s school
does, an audience member declared this was not a debate and they had not come to the meeting to
hear other views, they had come just to hear Ms Tully.
Ms Tully assumed that parents would gladly take responsibility for talking to their children about
relationships and the place of sex in these relationships in a sensitive, informed and appropriate way
when the time was right – I admire her optimism!
Was this presentation so poorly attended because the majority of parents are happy with the way
schools deal with sex and relationship issues and are grateful their children get the input they do?
Ms Tully then implied that by using these resources teachers are somehow abusing their positions as
educators.
She also made the rather confused assertion that children have the capacity to ‘switch off’ from the
constant barrage of sexual imagery in the media, and the community at large, but don’t have the
capacity to ‘switch off’ in the classroom!
Ms Tully’s main concern is that if we tell children about sex and discuss contraception, we tell them
how to do it, so they will! Yet, she had no clear evidence to back up her claims and would not
consider that our inadequate sex education may be playing a role in our huge teenage pregnancy
problem.
When the point was reiterated that parents can exercise choice and control by influencing school
practice and withdrawing their child, she said she was not just concerned about her child but ALL
children. Ms Tully seems to be keen to take on all the decision making for ALL parents with little
recognition of the rights of parents to think, judge and make choices for themselves and their
children.
She made a final point that from July to November 2011 the government is reviewing the PSHE
curriculum, which includes sex education. MS. Tully fears that sex education will become
compulsory. No doubt there will be more heated presentations around this topic yet!

Leaflet handed out at parents’ events

It is surprising to hear that a girl was taught to do a ‘hand job’ and ‘blow job’. This is something we
have never seen elsewhere, nor would expect to be taught.

The study under attack in the left hand column did indeed show negative results for the sex
education provided. However, the second author wrote that ‘we should stress that the Young
People’s Development Programme (YPDP) was not a traditional sex education intervention and our
evaluation should not be used to inform criticism of sex education. Previous studies consistently
suggest sex education programmes do not increase early sexual activity nor teenage pregnancies.
YPDP did include sex education but this was a relatively minor part of a much more substantial
intervention.’ So SPUC's using this study is completely under false pretences.

The left hand column seems intended to generate fear that the Government intends to make sex
and relationships education compulsory, despite the fact that they have made very clear that they
are not going to do that.

The Tower Hamlets meeting generated a lot of press, such as in the Telegraph and Pink News, not
least because of some of the other groups invited to co-sponsor it.

Cambridgeshire talk to school pupils
Authors/attendees: Anna Ward and Emma-Rose Cornwall from Feminist Action Cambridge, who had
just given a pro-choice presentation
Date: 29 February 2012
Location: Comberton Village College
Event recorded
The notes that follow don't capture the insidiously quasi-rational tone of the talk - the speaker used
quite emotive language [the baby's skull is crushed with forceps'] but in a very matter of fact tone of
voice, which gave it a very odd feel - she came across as trustworthy, and even said a few things that
I agreed with - but then said totally outrageous things in the same, reasonable tone of voice. But
anyway, hopefully this gives you the idea, and some of the 'facts' they use.
As we all enter the lecture theatre there is a large projection with film and music overlaid. The
looped video shows children playing outside, a baby lying on a man’s chest asleep, then sitting up
and eating, an [extremely lifelike] animation of a baby in the womb. The text: ‘I feed’, ‘I grow’, ‘I
move’ fades in and out.
As an opener the woman giving the talk introduces herself and explains that it is her job to give
these talks, and then explains a bit about SPUC, and explains that SPUC believes ‘everyone has the
right to life regardless of situation’.
She references the universal declaration of human rights article 3- ‘the right to life’ and the UN
convention on the rights of the child.
She describes SPUC as ‘defending life from conception to natural death’ and says that the abortion
act ‘effectively classes the unborn as a non-person’.
She goes on to talk about when life begins, and shows a medical diagram of the womb and ovaries
which traces the path of the ovum down the fallopian tube into the middle of the womb where
fertilisation occurs and then on to implantation in the uterus lining. She pinpoints the moment when
she believes life begins i.e. at fertilisation before implantation occurs- she is careful to say that this is
just her opinion, that it doesn’t make sense to her to put the moment of ‘life beginning’ anywhere
else, but that others do. The ovum is repeatedly referred to as ‘you’: ‘you travel down the fallopian
tube’, ‘you send a signal to your mother to make the womb lining thick’ even before fertilisation has
occurred.
The next slide states that at fertilisation ‘you’ are ‘Genetically complete. Human. Alive. Separate’ and
she goes on to explain that not only your physical characteristics but also your ‘personality and
temperament’ is set in the DNA of these first cells.
She then shows a short film detailing the stages of development of the foetus, which has clearly
been made by SPUC but very closely resembles a BBC documentary in style.
Quotes from this:
‘7 weeks after conception your fingers and toes have formed and are wriggling’
‘7 week old embryos have been photographed sucking their thumbs’
At 6-7 weeks old foetuses ‘shrink away from any instruments inserted into the womb including
cameras or needles’
At 14 weeks your sense of taste has developed and ‘some mothers have their amniotic fluid
sweetened’ to encourage the baby to ingest it.
‘Babies born at 22 weeks weighing 10 oz and 10 inches long have survived outside the womb’
‘advances in neonatal care mean that babies born half way through pregnancy can survive’

Much emphasis is placed on the development of consciousness in the fetus- which is first mentioned
at roughly the 7 week stage, but the documentary is a little vague sometimes about what
developments go with which date mark in the pregnancy. Consciousness, the documentary says is
revealed by response to touch, heat, music, ‘bright lights shone on the belly’, and response to the
mothers voice. The fetus is again referred to as ‘you’ and is described as ‘leaping’ bouncing’ and
‘practicing walking’ inside the womb, and a looped section of a 3D sonogram showing a foetus
wriggling around is set to dance music to give the impression that the movement is purposeful.
video of development of foetus eg when it can taste, when it has hair, footage of baby 'dancing' in
the womb with dance music in the background.
End of video – picture of the mother having just given birth looking really happy
video references are from Langman's Medical Embryology (2004)
Methods of abortion- this section of the presentation is titled ‘Warning! The Reality of Abortion’
She divides them into surgical and chemical/drug abortion.
The most common is vacuum aspiration, with over 100,000 abortions a year. This takes place up to
14 weeks. Slide says:
the unborn baby is dismembered
D&E uses crushing forceps after 14 weeks [she explains these are like surgical pliers' which pull out
parts of the baby, crush the baby's head and pull it out]. Quote: ‘surgical pliars pull out the parts of
the baby in pieces’
Risks to the mother
RU486
The slide displays these points:
3 visits required
-powerful drugs
-kill and expel baby
Traumatic
two pills, 48 hours apart
'the problem is this can be used up to nine weeks – compare this with development of the baby –
the baby will often come away between the two clinic visits, and it might be recognisable as a baby.
We've had a lot of women coming to us for help who have been distressed by this method'.
She shows a slide with a quote from the chairman of the company that manufactures RU486 who
says 'it's an appalling psychological ordeal'.
Late abortion
prostaglandin drug – same as the drug used to induce labour
mother goes through labour
very late abortion, at 24 weeks +, ‘the baby is poisoned before delivery’
'risks to the mother'
Disability.
The slide accompanying this shows a child with Downs Syndrome smiling.
‘The Equality Act 2010 gives greater rights for people with disabilities... whereas the Abortion Act
1967 allows disabled people to be killed before they are born... It is legal to abort [disabled
foetuses] right up to the birth of the baby’ and 'Over 90% of unborn babies with Downs Syndrome
are aborted'.

The Morning after pill:
'can cause an early abortion'
‘It contains 2 drugs that work in a similar way to RU486’
'it may stop an egg being released from the ovary (i.e. prevent ovulation)'
'it may prevent sperm from fertilising any egg that may already have been released'
'it may stop a fertilised egg from attaching itself to the lining of the womb'
'the tablet is the same dose of hormones you get in seven weeks of contraception tablets, all in one
go. We are concerned about the people who are taking this regularly – we don't know what effect
this might be having on their health and fertility in years to come'.
What about the mother? Things that might happen to women:
the majority of women having abortions are healthy at the point where they have their abortion [the
point being that any health effects are from the abortion not something else]
Points in bold were on powerpoint, the rest is her spoken explanation.
heavy blood loss (from suction)
infection and infertility – occasionally, it's rare, but infections can lead to infertility
miscarriage and premature delivery – risk of damaging the cervix, as it isn't supposed to be forced
open during pregnancy so it's very brittle and can get damaged.
Breast cancer [she doesn't say anything about this now, but later in the questions she does]
Death- ‘in rare cases women will die from having an abortion’
Next slide shows a picture of Manon Jones, '1987-2005' who was 18 years old and took the RU 486
pill and died in Southmead Hospital, Bristol following seizures and a cardiac arrest.
Post abortion trauma.
The presentation shows a loop of fading in/out symptoms:
‘suicidal tendencies’
‘guilt’
‘depression’
‘anger’
‘anxiety’
‘sleep disturbance’
‘drug and alcohol abuse’
She is careful to say that some women experience post abortion trauma, but not everyone. 'We
know this from the women who come to us for help, sometimes, years later.' She says ‘Post
abortion trauma is a form of PTSD’ and symptoms include depression, anxiety, sleep disorder, anger,
guilt [these words are flying around the screen on the powerpoint with a picture of a woman looking
sad].
Presentation shows an atmospheric [but anonymous] picture of a woman’s shadow seen through a
glass door with the name ‘Emma Beck 1977-2008’ [perhaps they couldn’t get permission to use her
real picture?] who is reported to have killed herself in 2008 following aborting twins. She left a note
saying she hadn't wanted to have an abortion, she is quoted by the SPUC woman as writing in her
suicide note ‘I told them at the clinic I didn’t want to go through with it’.
She talks about their ‘sister organisation’ and helpline, ARCH: ‘abortion recovery and care helpline’
where they talk to women who've had an abortion, and men who know someone who have. Some
quotes are shown on the presentation- things people have reportedly said on the helpline:

'Abortion didn't end my pain, it began it'.
'If only someone had told me the truth about it'.
'I feel loss, emptiness, guilt and anger'. [and a couple more I didn't have time to get]
Then a video is shown with an American woman named Georgette Forney speaking in front of big
ben. As well as reiterating that women who have abortions get depression and drug/alcohol abuse
problems, she also claims ‘eating disorders’ are a result of abortion.
Quote: ‘Women deserve better than abortion... when we have abortions we, in essence, go against
our very nature... we're not wired to abort our children'
‘We need to make abortion unthinkable'
‘Abortion hurts women'
‘Abortion is bad healthcare’
Alternatives to abortion [presentation shows a signpost with three directions, adoption and
parenting pointing close to the foreground and abortion pointing into the background] with a list of
famous people who were adopted: John Lennon, Marilyn Monroe, JS Bach, Eddie Murphy, Oprah
Winfrey.
A video is shown of Scottish student Monica McGhee [filmed 2011] who became pregnant at 15 and
had a baby while still at school. She comes across as genuine and natural except that the line-‘it
wasn’t the end of my life, but it was the start of someone elses’ seems like it might have been fed to
her.
‘when I found out I was pregnant I suddenly realised how important education was, because it
wasn't just for me... I did very well in my A levels so I went to a good university in Scotland...[..]
When I first met my daughter it was the most amazing magical moment in my life [...] My life has
changed but it's so much better in so many ways'.
Questions from the students
Question: ‘what kind of clinical evidence can you provide for the physical and mental side effects of
abortion?’
Answer: ‘The government produces quite detailed statistics on abortion, and it lists complications
people have had. These are just the ones that are attributed to abortions, there are probably
others. With psychological problems it's a lot harder to quantify it and it might be years before
women start having these problems. For example I know one woman at ARCH who had two
abortions when she was younger. After the second one she found out she was still pregnant,
because she had probably been pregnant with twins and only one had been aborted. Once she saw
her baby on ultrasound screen and was offered another abortion, she realised she couldn't abort it,
and that was when her psychological problems began, so it's very difficult to put figures on it, but we
know there are women with problems because they come to us for help. Often people aren't told
beforehand that these consequences might result. [note she doesn't provide any of the 'detailed
statistics she mentions, just refers to them in passing].
Question: 'I notice you haven't mentioned the psychological impact of actually having a child. That
strikes me as a bit one-sided'.
Answer: 'Obviously you've had the over view from different people today. All I can talk about is
young women who've had kids and how they feel. It's made them want to be more successful.
[Refers back to Monica who had the baby at 15] - 'she was lucky because her mum was very
supportive and looked after her baby so she could go to university. What's going to be absolutely

key is the support network around her, if they don't want her to have the baby it's going to be very
difficult'.
Question: ‘With disabilities every situation is different...' something slightly muddled to the effect of
‘wouldn’t it be better to let people decide on an individual basis whether or not to abort?’
Answer: 'I think it depends on your view of how you see and value life. I'd like to see people get all
the help they need'.
Question: about the slide with the link to breast cancer which she didn't explain
Answer: 'If a woman has an abortion, particularly if it’s her first pregnancy... the cells in the breast
start to develop to produce milk... and if she has an abortion that process is cut off, and this can
leave the cells in her breast in a half-changed state and statistically, this can increase the risk of
developing breast cancer’
She gives a reference to a website called ‘abortion and breast cancer link’.
Question about whether the morning after pill causes abortion.
Answer: 'It depends on where you decide life begins, it's when sperm and egg [come together]. 'It
doesnt' make sense to me to say anything other than that but other people disagree'.
Question about making abortion illegal and women's rights over their own bodies
Answer: 'There are certain things as a society that we decide are unacceptable, for example if
someone was to beat up an old lady, we'd say they don't have the right to do this'
‘we want to move towards a situation where people don’t think that’s [abortion is] an option’
Question about if the 'mother' was raped
Answer: ‘This is obviously the worst case scenario. Rape is the ultimate unplanned pregnancy. I
wouldn't condemn any woman who makes the decision to have an abortion. But having an abortion
isn't going to make the rape go away. In our organisation we have some people who've been raped
and had an abortion and some of them have said that it was like being raped again, like a second
trauma. For some people who've been raped and had the baby, even if they don't keep it,
something positive comes out of that whole rape experience'
‘something positive comes out of a negative’
‘not true for everybody... the baby is as much an innocent victim of the rape as the mother'
She tells anecdotes about two people in SPUC/ARCH who were born as a result of rape, who feel
they have a right to life.
‘[it's] a tiny, tiny number of abortions as a result of rape, in the total number of abortions'
Question: What's your opinion if the baby endangers the mother's life?
Answer [She talks about cancer treatment for the woman during pregnancy]:
‘wherever possible I would want to be able to save the life of both mother and baby’
‘I wouldn't say the mother has to die to save the baby – sometimes it's possible to delay treatment
till after the baby is born’
[the teacher then suggests all the students form a line from pro-choice to anti-abortion at the front
of the hall. There are a few towards the anti-abortion end, but most of the 180-odd students are in
the middle or at the pro-choice end. Phew!]

Analysis by Education For Choice of claims presented
Milton Keynes
Claim: Prof David Paten from Uni Nottingham
Graph showing that SRE doesn't help teenage pregnancies - They haven't been changed since
implementation of 'explicit' SRE - £300m spent - teenage pregnancies not changed at all - but STIs
have escalated because of sex education
Reality:
 Department of Health statistics show a clear fall in teenage pregnancies:
The under 18 conception rate for 2010 is the lowest since 1969 at 35.5 conceptions per
thousand women aged 15–17
The estimated number of conceptions to women aged under 18 also fell to 34,633 in 2010
compared with 38,259 in 2009, a decline of 9.5 per cent
 UNESCO International Technical Guidance on Sexuality Education:
‘There is evidence that (SRE) programmes did not have harmful effects: in particular, they did
not hasten the initiation or increase sexual activity. The studies also demonstrate that it is
possible, with the same programmes, to delay sexual intercourse and to increase the use of
condoms or other forms of contraception.’
 And see the Sex Education Forum overview on the impact of SRE, Does sex and relationships
education work?

Cambridge
Claim:
- ‘7 weeks after conception your fingers and toes have formed and are wriggling’
- ‘7 week old embryos have been photographed sucking their thumbs’
- At 6-7 weeks old foetuses ‘shrink away from any instruments inserted into the womb including
cameras or needles’
- At 14 weeks your sense of taste has developed and ‘some mothers have their amniotic fluid
sweetened’ to encourage the baby to ingest it.
- ‘Babies born at 22 weeks weighing 10 oz and 10 inches long have survived outside the womb’
- ‘advances in neonatal care mean that babies born half way through pregnancy can survive’
Reality:
 Simply looking at images of a six-week old embryo tells a very different story:
http://gynmed.at/index.php/english/abortion - via Christian Fiala.
Claim:
The Morning after pill: 'can cause an early abortion’....’We are concerned about the people who are
taking this regularly – we don't know what effect this might be having on their health and fertility in
years to come'.
Reality:
 The Family Planning Association policy statement on Emergency Contraception says ‘medical
research and legal opinion are quite clear that EC (hormonal or IUD) prevents pregnancy and
cannot cause an abortion. This was most recently clarified in a case at the High Court in 2002
during which the judge ruled that “there is no established pregnancy prior to implantation”.

Pregnancy begins at implantation and abortion can only take place after a fertilised egg has
implanted in the womb.’
 NHS Choices says that ‘Taking the emergency contraceptive pill has not been shown to cause any
serious or long-term health problems.’
Claim:
- heavy blood loss (from suction)
- infection and infertility – occasionally, it's rare, but infections can lead to infertility
- miscarriage and premature delivery – risk of damaging the cervix, as it isn't supposed to be
forced open during pregnancy so it's very brittle and can get damaged.
- Breast cancer [she doesn't say anything about this now, but later in the questions she does]
- Death- ‘in rare cases women will die from having an abortion’
'If a woman has an abortion, particularly if it’s her first pregnancy... the cells in the breast start to
develop to produce milk... and if she has an abortion that process is cut off, and this can leave the
cells in her breast in a half-changed state and statistically, this can increase the risk of developing
breast cancer’
She gives a reference to a website called ‘abortion and breast cancer link’.
Reality:
 Abortion does not increase a woman’s risk of breast cancer, as explained by Cancer Research UK.
Claim:
Post abortion trauma.
The presentation shows a loop of fading in/out symptoms:
- ‘suicidal tendencies’
- ‘guilt’
- ‘depression’
- ‘anger’
- ‘anxiety’
- ‘sleep disturbance’
- ‘drug and alcohol abuse’
Reality:
 Post Abortion Trauma is not a recognised medical condition, as explained by this Education For
Choice blog with links:
 The National Collaborating Centre for Mental Health, in a December 2011 review of abortion
and mental health, state ‘The rates of mental health problems for women with an unwanted
pregnancy were the same whether they had an abortion or gave birth’.
Claim:
In our organisation we have some people who've been raped and had an abortion and some of them
have said that it was like being raped again, like a second trauma.
Reality:
The implication that abortion is necessarily traumatic is problematic. The Royal College of
Obstetricians and Gynaecologists state that ‘Women with an unintended pregnancy should be
informed that the evidence suggests that they are no more or less likely to suffer adverse
psychological sequelae whether they have an abortion or continue with the pregnancy and have the
baby.’

